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CHAPTER I

CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AITD DEPIRITIOHS OP TERMS USED
The Problem and Methods
Statement of the problem.— One of the most important
means for the preservation of onr democracy is an equal and
universal opportunity for all American Youth to secondary
education* It will be the purpose of this treatise to pre-
sent an analysis and review of the literature in the field.
This essential American ideal suggested by the doctrine of
equal educational opportunity is yet to be completely at-
tained, despite the progressive and intelligent programs
of states, cities, and communities throughout the United
States* In its very nature, the solution of this problem
calls for a critical analysis of the literature pertaining
to (1) the nature of equalization, and (2) ways of achiev-
ing it*
Definitions of terms used*— The interpretation of
equal educational opportunities must be somewhat restricted
in_ its use throughout this analysis. In a nation as complex
as ours, with its variety of cultural conceptions and eco-
nomic backgrounds, absolutely equal opportunity is not to
be expected* On the other hand, equal educational opportunity
does not imply equal education for all youth. The disparities
-1-
i
that now exist in our secondary schools are not superficial.
They are of such importance as to endanger the political, ec-
onomic, and cultural structures of our democratic society.
American youth are interpreted in this analysis as those
Americans of both sexes, who are in the adolescent period,
especially those of secondary-school age and college age.
It is this heterogeneous mass of youth which must have the
fullest possible opportunities to profit by their attendance
at school, to become indoctrinated with the lofty concepts
of liberty, civic responsibility, justice, and good citizen-
ship.
Survival of democracy in relation to universal educa-
tion.— Today in America there exist many inequalities in
educational opportunity. State authorities have submitted
many accurate reports disclosing that during America's most
prosperous years, there were thousands of youth whose ed-
ucation was poor, because of wretched home conditions and
deplorable local educational systems. These educational
conditions were common in almost every state of the nation.
Hot only local communities and counties, but the states
themselves are unequal in administering education and
ability to support education. The Hatlonal Association of
Secondary School Principals—'^ reported that :
^ National Association of Secondarj^ School Principals,planning for American Youth, national Education Association,
f/ashingxon, D.C., 1944, p.3.
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In the planning of and building for a strong country,
education of youth should have first consideration....
There exists a high ratio of youth who leave the high
school because the school fails to meet their needs or
because the youth are unable to meet the expenses incident
to attending school. Most startling of all is the fact
that 75 per cent of our adults have never completed high
school, and that now 44 per cent of the youth who enter
high school never complete it.... As society becomes more
complicated, it becomes increasingly true that ’without
high school education, youth are very likely indeed to be
deficient in any true understanding of what we call the
American way of life.* Furthermore, * the logical test of
a people’s capacity for self- government is its level of
education, i/
Serious consequences for our democracy are inherent
in these facts. A national policy of equal and universal
access to education is imperative because the present in-
equalities in it are of vitally national significance and
importance. Every youth despite the handicaps of his
socio-economic milieu, should have equal opportunity for
reasonable education. This end can be accomplished by a
universal program, whereby youth in families with low in-
comes can take appropriate advantage of the educational
opportunities which the nation affords.
1/ Editorial from The Washington Post, Washington. D.C.,
March 2E, 1944.
'V
. i / t ‘
4Homer P. Rainey,^Director of the American Youth
Commission, in his foreword of the conditions and attitudes
of young people in Maryland between the ages of 16 and 24,
puts forth these thoughts :
Certainly one of the paramount problems is the
necessity of equalizing educational opportunities*
The facts bearing upon this situation are disturbing*
The social classes who have the fewest children possess
the highest per capita wealth. In general, those who
enjoy the richest cultural resources are failing to
replace themselves, whereas those who have the lowest
income have the highest number of children per family.
....The facts in this study indicate that our present
secondary school is still a highly selective institu-
tion adapted to the needs of a small minority of our
population*
Importance of the study .— It is necessary to equalize
educational opportunity for the cultural, social, and eco-
nomic good of all sections of the country. In this respect
it is of national concern, because a youth deprived of ed-
ucation in a poor state may within a short time seriously
affect the life of youth in another state. Mobility of
families is becoming more frequent today, and as a result,
one out of three persons lives in a different state from
the one in which he was bom and probably educated. More
than two million children of school age are deprived of
this vitally necessary education* Many communities are
\j Homer P. Rainey, Youth Tell Their Story . American Council
on Education, Washington, D.C., 1938, p*4.

drastically shortening school terms and free public schools
are being abandoned in some areas. Today's complex civili-
zation requires a greater knowledge on the part of the in-
dividual than the more limited and simple life of previous
generations. Education of a recognized standard must be
offered to every American youth.
Viewpoints of Contemporary Authorities in the Eield
Extensive studies by authorities in relation to
problem.— I.fuch has been written in regard to this important
study of equal educational opportunity for American youth.
In order to attain a more objective and historical per-
spective of the problem, the following viewpoints of au-
thorities are presented. In stressing the importance of
education in national life, ITewton Edwards i/says :
The inequalities of educational opportunity which
characterize the American educational system today
result from the unequal distribution of the educational
load, from regional and community differences in econo-
mic well being, and from the long established tradition
that the schools ishould be supported in the main from
local and state revenues....
In most states, failure to support an adequate
program of education is due primarily to lack of tax-
able resources. The states ranking lowest in adequacy
of financial support of education are in general the
ones that put forth the greatest effort. Many of the
American states, try as hard as they may, find it
entirely impossible to offer their youth educational
opportunities at all comparable to those provided in
states of average wealth*
\J Hewton Edwards, Equal Educational Opportunity for Youth .
American Council on Education, Washington, D.C.,1939, p.l49-
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Mort and Reusser —'in their concept of this problem
make direct reference to the state’s function in education.
Among these references, they contend :
Equality of educational opportunity means not an
identical education for all children,but the provision
by state or local means of at least certain minimum
essentials in the provision of schools, their super-
vision and their financial support. The acceptance
of education as a function of the state and the in-
sistence that, in the main, certain minimum educational
standards are the concern of all the people in the
state rather than that of certain minorities, makes it
incumbent upon the state to provide the machinery
through which the principle may be effectively realized.
The imperative need for universal action is suggested
by Horton ^in a report of the cooperative study of Public
School expenditures. Shocking revelations of educational
conditions in the United States are presented. The author
said that, as a result :
Equality of opportunity is one of the distinctive
tenets of American life. The strange fact is,however,
that while we exalt this ideal we flagrantly violate it
at a most crucial point* Ue fall to provide education-
al opportunity for millions of American children and
youth... • Some two years ago, a nationwide study was
launched to discover the financial basis of the fact
that, so far as education is concerned, our nation
stands not for equal but for unequal opportunity....
It was found that shocking Inequalities exist in the
United States in the provision made for education of
American children. Millions of youth are either being
denied all educational opportunity or the provision
made for their schooling is so meager that their prep-
aration for citizenship is wholly inadequate. The
W Paul R. Mori, and Walter C. Reusser, Public School Finance
The McSraw-Hill Book Company, Hew York and London, 1941, p. 99.
£/ John K. Horton, "Equal Opportunity and Educational In-
equality", national Education Association Journal, February.
1945, 34:29^:^32:
'
iB
'•
^ r
t •
'
'
'
denial of decent educational opportunity to millions
of American youth in the United States will continue
so long as the financing of education rests almost
solely on the fiscal resources of the individual states.
The immediate and effective remedying of the situation
is a matter of primary public concern because this
situation violates one of the fundamental tenets of
American life and constitutes a continuing source of
national weakness.
educational system as beingLindley
inadequate in size and character, to provide educational
opportunity for American youth. Variations in ability of
states and regions to support education contribute to these
educational inequalities. In part, Lindley says :
In 1930, the farm population of the country as a
whole received 9 per cent of the national income, but
was responsible for the care and education of 31 per
cent of the nation* s children. In the Southeastern
region, the farmers had only 2 per cent of the national
income, but they were responsible for the care and
education of 4,250,000 children 5 to 17 years old^
inclusive. At the other extreme, the non-farm pop-
ulation of the northeast had 42 per cent of the nation-
al income, but only 8,500,000 children to care for and
educate.
More than three quarters of all the money spent
for education in the United States comes from the tax-
ation of property. As a rule, rural areas have the
smallest funds for schools and the highest ratio of
children to adults. On the whole, rural areas are
inferior to cities in school buildings, equipment and
teachers. In proportion to financial ability, every
Southern state in 1935-36 was spending more per child
on education than were such affluent states as Delaware
Uevada, Uew York, California, Uew Jersey, Massachusetts
Connecticut , Oregon, and Rhode Island.
.... This undemocratic inequality of educational op-
portunity can be corrected only with the assistance of
the Federal Grovemment. Inequality of educational
opportunity is accentuated by the fact that many of the
lowest-income families cannot afford to take advantage
of exisitng school facilities.
l/temest K. Lindley, A Few Deal for Youth. Viking Press.
ITew York, 1938, p.194-1‘5^

The educational plight of many American youth is mani-
fested in a report hy the American Association of School
Administrators
For many American young people facilities are still
lacking for education. Some two and a half million
students are learning their three ’^R's” in 143,000 one-
room schools. Of the American population of high-school
age, 40 per cent are not in high school. Of the 60 per
cent who are in high school, only about one-half will
graduate. (See Table l).... A survey made among tenant
farmers in the South showed that only a third of white
children of school age were in school; two-thirds were
not. Of the Negro children, three-quarters were not
in school. A prime educational system is a heritage
of American Youth. But like health, it is a heritage
which many do not collect. There are too many American
youth who ’neglecting learning in their youth, have lost
the past and are dead to the future.’
Table 1. Survival Rate of 1000 Pupils Enrolled in
Fifth Orade of Public Schools £/
Glass Graduating from High School in
Grade or Year 1931 1932 1933 193?
Elementary
Fifth 1000 1000 1000 1000
Sixth 893 911 911 919
Seventh 782 798 815 894
Eighth 719 741 745 754
High School
First Year 582 612 642 671
Second Year 441 470 509 552
Third Year 347 384 421 453
Fourth Year 310 344 370 400
Graduates 270 302 316 333
l/Amerlcan Association of School Administrators, Youth Ed-
ucation Today . Sixteenth Yearbook. Washington,P.C. ,1938
,
p. 38-40.
ay adapted from the Statistical Summary of Education . Office
of Education, U.S. Department of Interior,Waehlngton,D.C.
,
(1933-1934).
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This challenge of unequal opportunities is further
substantiated by the valuable work of Warner, Havighurst,
and Loeb ,^who contend that :
The educational system should be organized to
recognize superior abilities wherever they are found,
to reward them and to train them. This is what we
mean by equality of educational opportunity. Equal
opportunity does not mean identical opportunity.
Children and youth vary in their ability to take ad-
vantage of opportunity. Consequently, we must have
different kinds of education for different kinds of
people* Equality of educational opportunity means
differentiation of educational opportunity. .. .Another
major source of educational inequality lies in the
disparity of wealth among the several states. Such
wealthy states as New York and California can provide
much greater educational opportunity than some of the
less fortunate states in the South and in the Great
Plains. We shall not have real equality of educational
opportunly among the various parts of the country until
federal grants of money are given to aid education
in these less favored states.
1/ W.Lloyd Warner, Robert J. Havighurst, and Martin D. loeb,
^0 Shall Be Educated ? Harper and Brothers ,Publishers
,
^lew York and London, 1944, p.162-166.
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Moehlman points out, in his development of the prin-
ciples and future of School Administration in America, the
importance of equalization in educational opportunities for
all American youth. He puts forth this concept :
Education with a democratic culture must provide
for equality of individual opportunity in accord with
inborn capacity so that an individual will not be de-
prived of educational advantages because of race,
religion, age, geographic location, physical, social,
or economic conditions, and the group will not be de-
prived of the possible services and contributions of
any individual.
In discussing post-war trends, Burke -^predicts that
America will experience many educational offerings and
services being extended to all children in all parts of
the country. As for the interpretation of the problem,
he says :
In the application of the American principles
of civic responsibility for public education, another
principle has evolved- the equalization principle,,,.
It is largely the product of decentralization ,unequal
tax-paying facilities, and extreme differences in
educational provisions. Concern for the welfare of
the individual has led to a demand for the extension
of educational provisions to the many where formerly
they were available only to the few,,,,Most of the
states now have the equalizition principle to some
degree. It has led to increased state support for
public education because equalization can be accom-
plished only by Federal or state support.
\J Arthur B, Moehlman, School Administration , Houghton,
Mifflin Company, Boston and Hew York, 1940, p,127.
^ Arvid J, Burke, Defensible Spending for Public Schools .
Columbia University Press, Hew York, 1943, p,117.
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A further emphasis hy Strayer and Haig —^on this
principle of equalization may he expressed in the following
excerpt :
The principle of equalization opportunity, followed
to its logical conclusion is found to arrive at the
equivalent of a state educational system,which requires
a satisfactory state-wide minimum offering supported
hy taxes of uniform weight in relation to tax-paying
ability throughout the state*
Lastly, the inquiry of Grace and Moe — into the finan-
cial support of the public schools in Hew York State makes
an interesting and important contribution to this problem
of inequalities of opportunity in education. As a result
of their extensive study in Hew York State, they contend
that :
The prevailing tendency has been to define equal-
ization in terms of a foundation program of financial
support to be made available to all districts. The
ultimate objective has been to make available to all
school districts the level of support available in
districts of average wealth or the level which is
typical of expenditure levels in a state.
Application of the equalization principle under
the most ideal conditions would Increase public school
expenditures. At the very least, opportunities have
to be leveled up to average practice, and in most
states, average conditions would have to be proved if
adequate opportunities are to be provided for all
citizens. However, equalization applied under con-
ditions of extreme decentralization become extremely
^ George D. Strayer and Robert M. Haig, The Pinanoing ofEducation in the State of Hew York . The Macmillan Company,
Hew York, 1923, p. 176.
^ A. G, Grace and G.A. Moe, State Aid and School Costs .
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Hew York, 1^38, p. 215*
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expensive In relation to the results achieved. •••
New York cannot hope to attain even a relative
equalization of educational opportunity or financial
support without first creating administrative units
and attendance areas which an adequate educational
program equitably financed may be projected.
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CHAPTER II

CHAPTER II
REVIEW AIH) AHAIYSIS OF THE LITERATURE
Literature on Public School Finance
Limitations of the study .— Much has been written
concerning the nature of local, state, and federal aid to
education. Even a minimum program to provide equality of
educational opportunity will demand careful planning and
analysis of local school finances, A recommended program
for equalization, based upon the literature of authorities
in the field of public school finance, will be presented
and analyzed in this chapter. This analysis will involve
a study of the leading proposals and practices for equal-
ization, such as through local, state, and federal aid,
as well as the problem of raising the money to make these
proposals possible. Due to the very nature and complexity
of this study, the writer will only be able to present the
essential features of the program and proposals suggested
for equalization.
Comparison of urban and rural schools .— In general,
the educational inequalities, as suggested in the first
chapter, are the result of changes in wealth and population
throughout the nation. However, these changes are supple-
mented by other issues, such as : (l) inadequate state
13-
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funds; fS) the abuse of the general property tax for ed-
ucational purposes /~this tax is levied, in theory, upon
nearly all property, real and personal, in the hands of
the people^; (3) failure to distribute state aid in-
telligently; f4) delay in improving certain other poor
conditions.
17ithin individual states there exists wide disparity
of educational opportunity between urban and rural areas.
In 1939-40, the average salary of the teaching staff in
rural schools was $959, in comparison with $1,955 in urban
schools. ^See Table 2.
_7
Table 2. Comparison of Urban ,and Rural Public
Schools, 1939-40. 1/
Item Urban Rural
Population, April 1, 1940 74,423,702 57,245,673
Population 5-17 (both inclu-
sive) April 1, 1940 14,703,957 15,041,289
Average length of school
term 181.7 167.6
Number of pupils attending
daily for each 100 enrolled 87.1 86.2
Average salary of instructional
$959.00staff $1,955.00
Current expense, less in-
terest, per pupil in
average daily attendance $104.72 $69.66
Estimated value of prop-
erty per pujil enrolled $405.00 $185.00
^ adapted from U.S. Office of Education, Federal Security
Agency. "Statictics of State School Systems ,1939-40 and 1940-
41." Biennial Survey of Education in the United States,
Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1944, 2:3*^39.
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Current expenses were only two-thirds as great in rural as
in urban schools.
It seems reasonably certain that equal access to ed-
ucation in the future will remain an unrealized ideal,
unless means are provided whereby youth in families with
low incomes can take advantage of the educational facilities
which America affords. /"See Table Zj
Table 3. Cumulative Percentage Distribution, According
to Educational Attainment, of White Urban Youth, ,
Aged 80-24, in Various Income Classes, 1935-36. ^
Grade Percentage of persons who attained specified
or grade or higher (male)
Type
of All Under $1,000 $1,000 $2,000 $3,000
School In- Relief & Won-Relief to to and
comes tron-$l,999 $2,999 over
Total Relief Relief
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Kindergarten a
Grade I or II 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Grade III 100 100 99 100 100 100 100
Grade IV 100 100 99 100 100 100 100
Grade V 99 99 98 99 100 100 100
Grade VI 99 97 96 98 99 100 100
Grade VII 99 94 92 96 98 99 100
Grade VIII 93 88 83 91 95 97 99
High School 77 66 56 74 81 87 93
College 18 10 4 15 19 25 43
^ Adapted from : Earpinos,B.D. and Herbert J. Sommers,Educational Attainment of Urban Youth in Various Income
CJ^sses”, Elementary School Journal, 42:68, May, 1942.
with fractions changed by writer to nearest wholefigure
number^^
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In the Maryland Survey by the Amerloan Youth Commission
in which 13,538 youth were studied, the data relative to
the percentage who went beyond a given grade or level are
exhibited in Table 4*
Table 4, Educational Attainment of 13,538 Youth Aged 16-24
in the State of Maryland, ^
School Grade Percentage
5th Grade 94,4
6th Grade 88.7
7th Grade 77,1
8th Grade 67.0
9th Grade 57.2
10th or 11th Grade (Hot Graduates) 37.4
11th Grade (Graduate) 29,2
12 Grade (Graduate) 13.4
1 year beyond high school 9.1
2 or 3 years beyond high school 3.4
It has been said that as is the teacher so is the
school* If this statement is true, the rural schools of
America fall far below the national average, /“See Table
6_7 •
In the 1930* s, 22 per cent of the white and 46 per cent of
the negro teachers in one-teacher schools had attained no
more, and in many instances less, than a high-school educa-
tion, Most professional groups now recognize four years
^ Adapted from ; H,P, Rainey, and others. How Eare AmericanYouth ? D. Appleton-Century Company, Hew York,1^3'7, p,46.
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as the mininniiD amount of acceptable teacher training. In
urban areas, most teachers equal or excel this standard.
Table 5, Teachers Having Two "Sears or More of
College Education, ^
Type of Teacher Per Cent
Teachers in one-and two-teacher schools in
open country 38,0
Teachers in three-or more-teacher schools
in open country 72.0
Teachers in villages of less than 2,500
population 79.0
Teachers in cities of 2,500 to 9,999
population 88.0
Teachers in cities of 10,000 to 99,999
population 90.0
Teachers in cities of 100,000 or more
population 91,0
Principles and Practices for Equalization
Inefficiency of general property tax .— With our
nation’s development, the needs for education have rapidly
increased in districts, counties and states. However,
these sections were unable to pay for adequate public
education because the income to support education was
based on the general property tax. In such situations,
there are some districts more able than others to support
E Adapted from: Bess G-oodykoontz, "Elementary Education:It All Settled?”, School Life
, 24:231, May, 1939.
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their schools, and similarly, discrepancies exist hetween
counties and states. Our financial system relating to the
levying, collecting, distributing, and expending of money
for public schools, must be revised to bring about equality
again under present conditions. Public schools are in
many states supported almost entirely by local efforts.
The tendency toward improved methods of assessment and more
efficient tax collection are movements in better adminis-
tration of public school finance* In the last analysis,
the state or the federal government must contribute revenue
from taxes not usually available to school districts.
School finance in the United States .— Experts in
American school finance have laid out four specific prin-
ciples : the principle of state responsibility; the effi«
ciency principle; the equalization principle; and the
prudential principle. Briefly, the principle of state
responsibility suggests that education is the direct re-
sponsibility of the state. By the state is meant all the
people of the state and not merely the agencies at the
state capitol that administer state functions* The second
principle is a fundamental one in school finance- the
efficiency principle, which suggests that the states try
to keep their schools abreast of the times.

The equalization principle was clarified in 1923
hy two noted specialists in school finance, Strayer and
Haig.—/ They indicated that when a state rewards the
districts according to the amount of money they raise,
instead of achieving equalization, the state is making
the schools still more unequal. The rich districts
receive more aid because they can raise more money.
Conversely, poor districts suffer by receiving little
or no aid. Three essential elements in the principle
of equalization were presented by Strayer and Haig:
>
1. The state must set a certain level of school-
ing open to all children.
2. Ho district can offer schooling below this
level, but any which wants to, can go beyond.
3. The support of this minimum or foundation
‘program should be spread out over the whole
state, with the districts contributing equally
according to ability. All districts must be
kept up to the minimum program through state
supervision.
Underlying this equality principle is the ideal
of assuring a minimum program of education without
'ij Strayer and Haig, op.cit., p.l76.
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curtailing opportunlties-the idea of aiding those handicapped
by their socio-economic environmento
The prudential principle suggests that the financial
provision be such as to favor a long-time planning of the
educational program# It is under this principle that states
are justified in demanding sound financial organization so
that people are treated equitably, and that public funds are
not lost or wasted.
Various kinds of school finance .-- There exist many
laws relating to the support of public education# In the
main, they are concerned with tax reform, state funds, dis-
tribution of state aid, and reorganization of the districts.
To attain a more objective approach to the different
types of school finance, it would be well to group them in
1 /
the following manner:
1# Mandatory Legislation
2, Increased state support alone.
3# Complete state control and support.
4. A foundation program completely supported by the
state.
5# A foundation program, with the local burden
equalized, and state help#
6. Increased state aid plus limits on local taxes.
^ ?rank ^# Cyr, Arvid J. Burke, and Paul R. Mort, Paying?or Our Public Schools . The International Textbook Company,
Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1938, p#89#
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Mandatory legislation violates both the efficiency
and equalization principles and is too arbitrary in nature*
There is little consideration manifested toward local con-
ditions and, as a result, lit.tle effort is extended by the
community.
Increased aid alone will not create equal educational
opportunity by giving money to a district according to the
school census.
Complete state control and support does not seem to be
a feasible proposal for any state now, since there is grave
danger that complete state control and support will dis-
courage the local community in developing its educational
program.
The foundation program completely state supported
violates the efficiency principle in that maximum standards
in education are not encouraged. Each state is supposed
to guarantee a minimum program for all its communities and
the communities contribute nothing to its support, North
Carolina and Delaware are classified under this proposal
of school finance.
The foundation program equalized, seems to possess
more desirable features than all the other proposals of
school support. It equalizes the burden of local districts
throughout the state. One outstanding advantage of this
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proposal Is the freedom of the districts to surpass the
foundation program. Poor districts receive more aid than
the rich because each district helps defray the expense of
the program at the same tax rate as its neighbor, with
property assessed at full valuation. Then, the state pays
the difference between the cost of the program and the local
tax contribution of the district.
Increased state aid and limited local taxing power,
seem to violate the efficiency principle in that this destroyii
local initiative and control.
A suggested plan for setting up a program has been gen-
erally recommended by experts in the field of public school
finance in that three steps are imperative to put equality
back in the support of schools. The first step concerns
methods of distributing state aid, the importance of their
conforming to the principles of efficiency, equalization,
and they must be related to the immediate needs and abili-
ties of the states. The second step is funds. Adequate
funds must be given by the state and this implies that the
state tax system must be improved. In the case of poorer
states, substantial federal aid must be given, if satis-
factory results are to be attained. The third step is
control. Improvement of the local district school systems
1/ Cyr, Surke and Mort, op. cit., p.95.
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is imperative in this step. Oare must also be taken to con-
sider the prudential and the efficiency principles, if we
are to put equality back in the support of schools.
State Aid to Eliminate Educational Inequalities
Procedures in an equalization plan .— As already speci-
fied in this analysis, the present system of financing the
schools in the state is both weak and unfair, because it
does not require the state to bear its reasonable share of
school expenses, it taxes general property too heavily, and
it does little to equalize education among districts. In
order to spread the burden of financing the schools more
evenly, school finance specialists have proposed a state
aid plan which accurately measures educational need and the
ability to pay taxes within each district.^The suggestions
made included five important steps :
1. They determined first how much education should
be open to all children in the state, even in
the poorest districts. This is a guide to a
foundation program of education to be required
of all districts and on which they (the dis-
tricts) build.
2. They devised a method for finding out from
school attendance the cost of this foundation
program in each district.
3. They set up a means for finding out how able
each district is to support the foundation
program, and what each district should pay
toward its cost.
l/ Cyr, Surke, and Mort, op. cit., p.lOl
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4. They set np an easy method for flgaring the
amotint of state aid each district shonld get,
5, They outlined the methods by which the foiinda'
tion program should be gradually put into
effect.
The foundation program,— This program is based on the
average now existing in the state. It attempts to equalize
a program of elementary and secondary education from grades
one through twelve.
In determining the cost of the foundation program,
several proposals are suggested : first, decide how much is
being spent in each school district of the state, and then
determine how much property valuation there is in each dis-
trict to a class. The next step is to list the districts
according to the amount of property valuation to a class.
Experts in school finance discovered that $1,600 was the
amount expended on an elementary school class in the dis-
trict having an average amount of property valuation per
class. The next procedure is to figure what was being
spent in the poorest of the districts in the state, and
that the average expenditure per class in the poorest 10
per cent of the districts be treated as the first step in
the equalization. Although the goal is $1,600, only $750
is recommended at the beginning of the foundation program.
In measuring a community's need for the foundation
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program, the experts had to settle bn a standard size for
classes*^ After a thorough study of elementary and second-
ary school classes, the average size was determined with
29 representing the size of a class in the elementary school,
and 22 as that of a standard class size in the high school.
Taking the amount of #750 annually per class for the
foundation program, the cost in a district can be readily
determined. For example, a district has 400 secondary school
students. Allowing 22 pupils to a class, we get 18 classes.
In order to determine the cost of maintaining the program
in the district, we accept #760 as being the minimum per
class and multiply it by 18, which will be #13,500.
The ability to pay taxes seems to be the sole criterion
for determining how much a school district can contribute to
the cost of a foundation program. Public school authorities
in finance state that the only tax available to school dis-
tricts is the highly abused general property tax. Con-
sequently, property valuation is the only feasible means to
measure each district* s ability to pay taxes for support
of education. “
To relieve the local tax burden on property, it is
necessary to shift some of the responsibility onto the state
and to other means of taxation. It logically follows, too,
^ Paul R. Mort, State Suppo rt for Public Education . IlationalSurvey of School Finance, Washington
,
1) . C
.
,
1933, p. 119-123.
^ Mort, op. clt.. Chapter 5.
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that the tax rate to support the foundation program must he
the same in all districts throughout the state. The difficul-
ty lies in determining a uniform rate. In many states, the
rate is sometimes set as low as 4 mills on the dollar to 10
mills on the dollar. If a greater part of the cost of the
foundation program he shifted to the state, a lower rate of
taxation would he imposed on local school districts.
Procedures to determine state aid for schools .— The
state must determine the cost of the Foundation Program which
it is to guarantee to every school district. This plan of
program is the lowest minimum possible, being the average
amount spent per class in the poorest school districts of
the state. The next step is to develop a yardstick /“the
weighted classroom unit_7 measure the educational needs
of each school district. The uniform levy which each dis-
trict will make before receiving state funds must he deter-
mined. Then, the funds which the uniform levy provides must
he raised, and any state aid needed to supplement these funds
in financing the Foundation Program must he distributed. The
final step of the process to attain equalization through
state aid is the gradual Increase of the amount of the Founda-
tion Program toward complete equalization. This solution to
the problem of paying for our public schools eliminates
gross inequalities and allows local districts to provide as
high a standard of schools as they desire.
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Raising the Funds
Problems of school finance with relation to taxation*
—
Funds are necessary for any plans to equalize education in
the districts throughout the nation. One of the difficult
problems is that of determining the size of the fund. It
should depend on only one important situation- the district
needs for the foundation program, which is the very basis
of the plan for equalization. It is Imperative that these
needs be determined by a just and uniform policy, set by
state law. The size of the fund should be determined by what
the districts need, and not left to the results of what cer-
tain taxes will raise.
The amount for annual distribution of state aid should
be set by the equalization plan written into the state ed-
ucation law. If the special tax is not adequate, the state
must, by statute, make it up from other tax sources.—
^
Level for foundation program.— The foundation program
should be equal to that provided in districts of average
wealth. Equalizing at a lower level eases the burden on the
poorer districts, allowing them to improve their educational
program gradually. The level should automatically be raised
as the lower programs improve.-^
\J Mort, op. cit., Chapter 9.
^ Ibid., Chapter 9.
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Reform needed for state tax.— The requirements of a
good tax system would suggest that most people would he pay-
ing taxes according to their ability, not according to the
property they own, which in the last analysis, is not a
valid measure of measuring ability* The tax system will
have to be Improved if an equalization law is to be success-
ful. A Model Tax System is available, consisting of an in-
come tax, a tax on property, a business tax, and a few oth-
ers. This system possesses the features of a good tax
system in that it is simple, economic, fair, sufficient,
convenient, and flexible. Yet, even under the Model Tax
Plan, some states cannot raise enough money for a satis-
factory program of education.
Model tax plan.— A model tax plan predicated on our
present economic system has been set up by a group of tax
experts. The plan presents three principles : (1) Every
person should pay a direct tax to the government; (2)
tangible property should be taxed where it is located ; (3)
business should be taxed where it is carried on.
Many states are increasing their use of the various
tax devices* In the following tabulation. Table 6, this
increase is seen.
l/ Harley L* Lutz and William (J. Carr, Essentials of Taxa-
tion . Rational Education Association, Washington,!). C.
,
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Table 6* Humber of States Levying Various Taxes-
Type 1928 1934 1937
Personal income tax 11 25 • 34
Corporation income tax 12 27 32
General sales tax 4 22 23
Chain store tax 2 19 19
Tobacco tax 11 15 25
Liquor tax 0 16 47
These newer taxes are being used now in almost all
states to help defray the expenses of education. The
largest sources of revenue come from the Income tax and
the general sales tax. In general, the income tax is the
fairest of all taxes, since it is paid out of income, the
best means of measuring a person's ability to pay. As
recommended in the Model Tax Plan, it should be. an essential
part of the modem tax system. The general sales tax is
not a luxury tax as it is based on the sale price, not on
the commodity. Although it is a marvelous means of revenue,
it is harder on the poor than on the rich, because everyone
pays at nearly the same rate.
a/ Adapted from national Education Association, Research
iHvlsion, State School Revenue Legislation. Washington.
L.C., 1937.
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Extent of Federal Aid to Education
Feed for Federal ald>— The need for federal aid has
always existed. Some states even under the Model Tax Plan
cannot raise enough funds to support a satisfactory program
of education. There is not equality in the ability of states
to provide for their children. It was found, for example,
that Fevada could raise $6,00 for every |l#00 raised by
Mississippi for the support of a foundation program; and
that Mississippi would have to use all money raised by taxes
1 /
to maintain the foundation program of education. We are
not forty-eight Independent commonwealths. If one state
oannot maintain’ the foundation program of education for its
children, the remaining states cannot close their doors upon
the children so educated. The distribution of wealth is
u
unequal among the states. For example, the per capita
wealth in Mississippi is |l,110 as compared with $4,356 in
South Dakota, and the per capita wealth in Vermont is $2,399
as compared to $1,710 in Florida, Wealth per child in
Mississippi is $4,7625. in Fevada, it is $36,681.
Dangers in federal aid.— In the past, federal aid has
brought with it too many rules and conditions. Poor states
do not get along very well on a basis of ”We shall give this
^ «!rohn Jlorton and Margaret Forton, Wealth, Children, andEducation , Columbia University Press, Few York, 1937, p.l.
2/ School and Society , February 24, 1934.
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much. If you will do this." One of the most common dangers
attributed to federal aid is that of control. The argument
given for this contention is that federal aid would seriously
interfere with the direct interest taken by the local com-
munities in their schools. One thing only should the nation-
al government demand of the states being granted federal aid:
accounting for the funds allotted to them.
Proposed plan for federal aid.— Mort has done consider-
able work in analyzing proposals for federal aid and his
suggestions follow very closely the plans for equalization
through state aid. It calls for a program of ^60 per pupil,
or about |l,700 per class. According to his plan, each
state is to receive a flat ^6.00 yearly per pupil. Then
a $15 foundation program is to be equalized at first. The
cost of these first two proposals must be determined, and
the amount set. If the amount is less than SO per cent of
what a state would get under the $60 program, the difference
must be taken care of by the state. According to Mort,
these three proposals would cost at the present time about
$300,000,000. In the last analysis, the average dally at-
tendance is the measure of need in the local school districts
and money should be appropriated on this need. Alabama,
1/ taul R. Mort, Federal Support for Public Education .
Columbia University Press, Uew York, 1936, p.47.
2/ Mort, ibid.
2/ Mort, ibid., p.27.
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where many schools have had to he closed, should receive more
than Hew York which has had relatively little trouble. The
ability of the states can be measured by an application of
an index based on a model tax plan. These two measures,
in general, are applied just as they would be within a state.
The complete cost of the minimum program is figured
from the daily attendance. Then from this total cost, we
deduct what the district and the state should supply. The
balance is the federal aid necessary. The federal law should
specify the method of combining the measure of educational
need and the measure of financial ability, thus defining
financial need.^ With Federal aid, there is greater oppor-
tunity for state and local units to exercise local initiative
in the improvement of educational programs by utilizing the
Federal government as a tax-collecting agency, and thus
lightening the burden on the property tax.
Concerning equalization, it would seem to be feasible
for the national government to assure a minimum level of
education in the poorest states without complete equaliza-
tion of the burden* On the other hand, there is considerable
support for the plan of using Federal tax-collecting machin-
ery to administer the newer type of taxes, distributing the
funds collected back to all the states by taking over a
Paul R. Mort and Eugene Lawler, Principles and Methods
of Distributing Federal Aid for Educa'fcion . Staff Study Ho. 5.
U.S. Advisory Committee on Education, \fashington,D.C. ,1939,
p*90.
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large portion of the total cost of a defensible program In
all the states throughout the nation. —
^
Ability of federal government .— In America, we have
the highest per capita income of any nation in the world.
We have been spending a little over 2.5 billion dollars a
year for schools and colleges to educate children and youth
of all ages. Our economic resources and the recent estimates
of what national income is necessary to make our economic
system function well in the post-war era range from 110 to
125 billion dollars yearly. Based on the figure of 110
billion dollars, experts on such matters believe that with
such an Income five and one-half billion dollars ought to be
3/
ear-marked for education.— The federal government owes as
much to children and future citizenship as it does to in-
dustry, agriculture, banking and public works. Ho one de-
nies that assistance to these industries is important. How-
ever, it is no more Important than the need today for emer-
gency federal aid to education. Pear of governmental con-
trol derives from an age in which government meant rule,
not service. America has the resources to support a good
program of education. In enabling those states in which
the economic resources are most restricted in providing a
l^ort and Reusser, op. clt., p. 500-501.
^ National Association of Secondary School Principals,Mucation for All American Youth, National Education Assocla-
felon, Washington, D.C., 1945, p. ^83-410
.
3/ Education for All American Youth , ibid.
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fuller and richer educational program, the federal govern-
ment is the only agency through which the necessary finan-
cial adjustments can be made for more nearly equalizing ed-
ucational opportunities. If we are to educate our youth
intelligently, so that they in turn can improve the quality
of democratic living and increase our national wealth, we
must use the Federal government as well as the state and
local governments.
S»181-H.R. 1296.— legislation is now being sponsored
in the 79th Congress for the purpose of increasing the
amount of federal aid to education without the control of
the administration, personnel, curriculum. Instruction,
methods, and materials for instruction.—^
The financial aid is to be given states according to
the need as measured by the number of persons ,5 to 17, and
the total income payments in the respective states. Funds
are to be made available to states for both public elemen-
tary and secondary schools. The distribution of funds
within a state is to be determined by regular state author-
ity.
An Imprrtant feature to this legislation is that it
stipulates no reduction in state support of education. In
other words, to become eligible for federal aid, a state
must continue to spend for public schools from state funds
^ "S-lSl-H.R. 1296", The Journal of the National EducationAssociation
.
Washington, 1).C., February, 1945, 34:29-28.
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at least as nrach as It spent in 1943-44, unless reductions
occur from causes beyond the control of the state* Provision
for minority races is also considered in this legislation.
Those states that provide separate schools for minority races
may be allotted a proportion of the funds that is not less
than the proportion that the minority group is in the state,
without a reduction in the proportion of funds from state and
local sources spent for schools for the minority race.
In concluding this second chapter, the writer wishes
to re-emphasize this point-that due to the very nature and
complexity of the literature, on public school finance, only
the essential features of the programs and proposals suggest-
ed for equalization could be presented. The attempt was
made to analyze the leading proposals and practices for
equalization, such as through local, state, and federal aid,
as well as the problem of raising the funds to make these
proposals possible.
In the third and final chap(t9r, the writer will attempt
to present a recommended program designed to equalize ed-
ucational opportunities for all American youth.
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CHAPTER III
RECOimEHDED PLAH FOR EQUALIZIHG EDUCATIOHAl OPPORTUNITIES
The Program and Its Applications
Recommended program designed to equalize educational
opportunities *— The American public schools are, in the
opinion of the people of the United States, basic and
necessary parts of our democracy* We are convinced that
they must, and we hope that they will, provide equal op-
portunity for every youth* The American ideal of universal
free education demands that all youth be given an equal op-
portunity to attend good schools, regardless of racial or
economic barriers. This opportunity, in the last analysis,
is a social necessity for the preservation and development
of our democratic society* In this respect, the writer
wishes to stress America *s need for schools which give youth
a chance for growth predicated upon their individual abili-
ties and character, and which prepare them for a democratic
life.
In presenting this program designed to equalize ed-
ucational opportunities, the writer strongly recommends
procedures that are intended to be a fundamental pattern
for the future, and not simply an emergency measure* While
the literature dealing with inequality is voluminous, that
-36-
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which Is the result of recent scientific study is rather
limited. It is in consideration of these limitations that
the writer has formulated this recommended plan for equali-
zation.
The writer accepts Mort*s ^foundation program in that
measures must he taken to make available to all youth a
minimum educational program. Education cannot escape the
issue. This minimum program should he made available to
all youth who can profit by it regardless of their pro-
fessional or occupational interests. This foundation pro-
gram is based on the average now existing in the state. It
is the lowest minimum possible being the average amount
spent per class in the poorest school districts of the
state.
Determining the size of funds to equalize education
in the districts .— The amount of money which is regarded
as the minimum necessary for the Foundation Program should
be then determined. Legislation should enact a law recog-
nizing the mutual responsibility of the district and the
state to provide this minimum for each school. If the local
community cannot raise the money by taxing itself at a fair
rate, the state must supplement the local revenue for enough
to provide the stipulated minimum. The district needs for
\l Mort, op. olt.
,
Chapter 9.
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the Foundation Program should he the means for determining
the size of the funds. The Model Tax Plan, as already ana-
lyzed in this study, should provide the source of revenue.
If properly executed, this plan should greatly eliminate
the strain on the property tax, because such new taxes as
the Income tax and general sales tax would yield a substantial
revenue to the support of education.
Inadequacy of present system of school finance.— In
most states, money for education is raised chiefly by local
taxation in each district, generally supplemented to a small
1/degree by county and state taxation. Great irregularity
among the districts results from this inadequate system.
State and regional differences in economic capacity and in
cultural resources make it Impossible, under the existing
method of school finance, to provide equality of educational
opportunity. There are many areas in which local funds are
not sufficient to provide a defensible foundation program.
State aid for ecpializing educational opportunities.--
The writer believes that a part of the solution of this
problem of equalizing educational opportunities lies in a
larger unit of taxation. One recommended proposal to mini-
mize the discrepancy between the educational opportunities
\j Burke, op. oit., p.ll7.
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of various scliool districts is to tax all people for the
good of all the children* The factor of our Interdependence
on one another is the basis of this plan, which in its essence
suggests that the wealth of the state he placed as a whole at
the disposal of the children as a whole, regardless of dis-
tricts and county boundaries* A state aid plan which accu-
rately measures educational need and the ability to pay taxes
within each local district is needed. The next step of this
recommended program would be to set up a means to determine
how each district is to support the foundation program and
what each district should pay toward its cost* The final
step of this plan to attain equalization through state aid
is the gradual increase of the amount of the Foundation Pro-
gram toward complete equalization*
In determining the adequacy of the state’s program of
equalization of educational opportunity, two measures can be
applied; (l) that the funds made available for the support of
education are sufficient to provide substantial equality of
opportunity; ( 2) that the method of distributing the funds be
designed to make the burden of financial support relatively
equal among the various fiscal units of the states.
Federal aid for equalizing educational opportunities.—
In recommending state and federal participation, the writer
wishes to advocate a program of equalization entirely feasi-
ble for public education within the next twenty years. In

general, adequate financing of education involves local,
state, and federal funds. The state has the responsibility
to supplement local funds, so that youth in all districts
will have equal opportunities to receive the education they
need. In this respect, there is an important distinction
to note, in that all states are not capable of equalizing
1 /
educational opportunity. This maldistribution of
wealth in the various states is a paramount factor in the
educational inequalities of our country. With such dis-
crepancies, the writer contends that we cannot have equality
of educational opportunity until Federal legislation has
provided means whereby prosperous communities and states
may help with the burdens of the less wealthy. The nation
as well as the individual states is responsible for insuring
the defensible foundation program of education in all com-
munities.
In this program recommended for equalizing educational
opportunities, the role of Federal aid is of paramount im-
portance and significance. The suggestions to be made follow
very closely the recommended program for equalization through
state aid. Federal money should be appropriated on the need
in the local school districts. The complete cost of the
1/ Edwards, op. clt. , p. 148

mininnim foundation program will be determined from the daily
attendance. Then from this total cost, what the district
and the state should contribute is deducted. The balance
is the federal aid necessary. The ability of the states
can be measured by an application of an index based on a
model tax plan.
The necessary steps within the states that may be intro-
duced without risking control can be expressed as : (l)
equalizatioij of the present minimum in each state despite
the poverty of its minimum program; (2) increase the actual
minimum until it reaches the minimum which is reasonable
for the state; (3) in those states where the reasonable
minimum is lower than a reasonable national standard, the
further increase of federal aid up to a national maximum.
As stated before, this recommended program for Federal
aid, as presented by the writer, is intended as an ultimate
rather than as an immediate plan. It will take time to
improve our educational program as well as the structure
of public school finance, before we can truly put into
effect the desirable programs for equalizing educational
opportunities.
The need for federal aid to our educational system is
1/
well expressed in the words of Uewton Edwards:
\] Edwards, op. cit., p.l52.
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If the American educational system is to he truly
democratic, if it is to prove adequate in serving the
national interests in education, some way must he found
to enable those states in which economic resources are
most restricted to provide for their children a fuller
and richer educational experience* The only agency
through which the necessary financial adjustments can
he made for more nearly equalizing educational opportuni-
ty is the Federal Government.
In any case, conditions in our public schools with
regard to educational opportunity cry out for Immediate
attention, so that youth whether in rural or in urban com-
munities may have equally modem and efficient schools. The
American people cannot afford to look with equanimity upon
such a situation
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